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Whether made to Australian specification, possessing local content or designed and 

manufactured in Australia, a variety of component differences arise that don’t appear in other markets. 
Many of which will require replacement or overhaul during the vehicle’s life. The immediate recourse 
is to open the parts book for that vehicle. 

In addressing the British Motor Corporation (BMC) and its heirs we encompass a variety of 
marques. Either those who formed BMC or later acquisitions that retained some level of autonomy, 
despite the stereotyped socialism associated with the British Leyland (BL) years. Hence Rover, 
Standard-Triumph and Jaguar did their own thing, with forays into towing the company line. Within 
BMC alone we encompass cars, limousines, four wheel drives, buses, light, medium, heavy 
commercials and marine engines. For BMC-Australia (BMC-A) and its heirs you have a variety of 
vehicle production methods: 

 fully imported, 
 fully imported with some local content, 
 locally assembled from a variety of imported components with notable local content, and 
 locally designed and manufactured. 

 
All of the above could be applied to any of the other major vehicle manufacturers in Australia. 

As apart from Lightburn, the automotive industry in Australia was and still is overseas owned. These 
production methods of course over simplify local manufacturer’s efforts. However you start to get 
some idea of the scope of national production. A variety of publications arise beyond the simple 
concept of a single parts list for any given model: 

 a parts list for either the specific vehicle or general model range, 
 local content supplements to an imported parts list, 
 a later Australian produced parts list (replacement for the UK publication), 
 major design change supplements to an existing parts list (such as when automatic 

transmission becomes available), 
 plus supporting parts publications: 

o part number supersession lists, 
o component price lists, 
o exchange (reconditioned) assemblies list, 
o trim catalogue for popular models, 
o service bulletins, which may well identify new and different parts, plus how and why 

they are to be used, 
o publications from the component manufacturers (Pressed Metals, Dunlop, 

GIRLOCK, Uniroyal, Lucas…), 
o publications from approved service items suppliers (UNIPART),  
o optional accessories lists, 
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o brochures, which all to frequently end up being used as a parts list supplement, 
o quick-find lists, covering the entire popular fleet but only addressing fast moving 

parts from oil filters to exhausts and control cables, 
o special publications for military contracts, 
o Parts News and Partner publications (a series of standalone periodicals addressing 

parts matters), 
o body repair publications, targeting the popular body bits that get bent and are needed 

by the repair industry… 
 

From all this you can start to see how hard it is to stay on top of any given vehicle. Then of 
course a new model of the same vehicle might appear and start the entire process again. This is 
common to most manufacturers, though some handle it better than others. As related to me by an 
experienced repairer and enthusiast of older BMWs:  

 he can order any part for his BMW based solely upon its Vehicle Identification Number 
(VIN), 

 if the part is still available he can order and if need be back order, 
 if it’s a back order from Europe it will arrive in three weeks and no more, 
 in either case the correct part arrives first time, every time. 

 
Something he has never been able to match with other manufacturer, even the Japanese. 

Obviously BMW never went into overseas production save for its venture into South Africa and on 
going controlled subcontract component production. Replacement parts sales are a major revenue 
stream for the automotive industry. Being able to identify the correct part, quickly, increases the 
likelihood of making the sale. Parts books are generally viewed from two perspectives: 

 The user who is trying to find the correct part for the client in order to assess price and 
availability and make a sale. 

o Apart from generic training in what a parts book is and how you drive it, there 
shouldn’t be a need for any specific product knowledge. As all the required 
information should present itself, clearly and logically. 

 The client, whether retail or trade, who is usually providing a fraction of the required 
information in a variety of different terms but expects to get the correct part first time and 
quickly. 

o ‘Ideally’ the client will have located all the relevant data from the vehicle and/or its 
original paperwork. 

 
How did BMC-Australia and its successors deal with the parts side? Prior to the forming of 

BMC, local content may have been limited to removing the wooden transit wheels and fitting 
Australian made tyres. Complete Knocked Down (CKD) can literally mean anything and varies 
depending on what the client ordered. ‘Complete’ is frequently quite misleading. This can range from 
the complete jigsaw in a box, requiring only assembly and fluids, through to any number of the 
components missing, unfinished or partly finished. Thus allowing the client (or in this case the 
subsidiary company) to add labour and as many locally sourced components or procedures as required. 
Potential variation is also compounded by product evolution. The longer any given model runs for, the 
more it changes, even if still badged the same as when production commenced. The phrase ‘local 
content’ can also mean just about anything: 

 Fitting a six cylinder engine to the Australian made Marina range.  A new model that was well 
received by motoring journalists.  

 Fitting the Australian 4.4 litre aluminium V8 to the Terrier rigid truck.  
 Designing modifications to cabin doors of the articulated range due to stress issues resulting 

from high-speed traffic over corrugated roads.  
 
All this creates local part numbers or supplementary information that the parts department will 

have to support. Similarly, ‘Australian Specification’ data for components or vehicles that were 
manufactured for the Australian market. This is typically found within a UK publication intended for 
international use. 

BMC et al part numbers are in fact a code that will allow the reader to have a broad 
understanding of what the item fits (company origin, mechanical or body, car or truck…). The system 
is international, allowing the subsidiaries to classify their creations. Much of this is covered in a BMC-
A Standards bulletin (1/3/63). In addition, early publications rely on part numbers from major 
suppliers:  
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 Lucas,  
 Lockheed,  
 Girling, and  
 typically in the gearbox and driveline sections; bearing sizes (which double as part number in 

that industry).  
 
However there tends to be no explanation of these differences. Identification tends to be based 

on operator experience. Many of these supplier numbers will eventually be superseded by BMC 
numbers for the same item. Parts lists, books or catalogues were generally the domain of dealerships, 
State Offices and authorised parts outlets. Publications were certainly marketed towards dealers but not 
as a general stock item for trade or retail sale.  

For several years BMC produced parts books in a similar format to their shop manuals. Your 
manual would be in portrait, your parts list in landscape. Both in a specifically screen printed ring 
binder, in the traditional welded vinyl over cardboard design. As many of BMC-Australia’s products 
were an imported design, they tended to start with UK sourced publications and issued locally printed 
supplements. Typically loose-leaf typed ledgers, with a simple cover page and transit staples but 
without illustrations. Most are already hole punched to match the British publication they support and 
intended to be slipped into the front of the UK ring binder. Whether any of these were issued together 
is unclear. In most cases the British parts book wouldn’t be intended as a standalone document in the 
Australian context. However British manuals and parts lists from this period are delivered, individually 
wrapped, in a thin cardboard box. 

Depending on the extent of local content and vehicle production figures, this arrangement 
might eventually change to a standalone, local parts list. Of note is that virtually every time a new 
Australian publication is introduced, the format changes, whether in general layout or content: 

 loose leaf in a ring folder changes to bound, then back to loose leaf,  
 if supplied in a folder, the covers are first printed to suit the contents, then become generic 

with a clear window in front and a spine label, then back to being printed to match the 
contents… 

 portrait becomes landscape and then back to portrait, and lets change the paper size as well, 
 using Mini as an example; sometimes Morris 1100 is included (PUB 1011M), then not, 

sometimes Moke is included then not, 
 sometimes replacement pages are issued as an update, then not, 
 insert the melody for Pop goes the Weasel and continue on… 

 
Obviously changes in standard paper size are beyond anyone’s control. Try buying a new 

foolscap folder today for any of your older documents. Australian publications don’t adopt the thin 
blue cardboard cover with open window that BMC utilised in the mid 1960s. Early Australian 
publications are allocated a part number as per any vehicle component. The expected prefix is ‘HYL’. 
During the 1960s this changes to a publication number introducing the ‘PUB’ prefix. As yet I haven’t 
encountered an earlier parts list numbering system. Other documents such as handbooks, shop manuals 
and some internal paperwork start with a ‘TP’ prefix or prior to this a publication number (Publication 
No.) followed by a lightly encoded sequence.  

In either case an alphabetical suffix usually denotes revised editions. No surviving records of 
publications have come to light. There has been no coordinated or uncoordinated effort to address this 
across the spectrum of present stakeholders. Which today is typically represented by enthusiasts and 
car clubs, whether physical or electronic. 

I wouldn’t be the first author to have toyed with the idea or even attempted to collect data. But 
this quickly becomes daunting as you realise the extent of what BMC-A et al created. For someone 
researching a British built vehicle, even one for export to anywhere but Australia, all the researcher has 
to do is sit down in front of a pile of factory parts literature. Though time consuming, they’ll probably 
come up with 80% of the information they were after, with an equal or higher accuracy rate: 

 identification means, 
 model levels, 
 change points, 
 colours, 
 trim, 
 markets, 
 key number prefixes… 
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Try this for an Australian produced vehicle and you will struggle to reach 50% in either area. 
Apply the same concept to an Australian specification vehicle up to the mid 1980s and your accuracy 
rates will be just as poor if not less. Land-Rover being one of the worst examples. The Australian 
Specification section of Land-Rover parts lists almost solely concerns itself with emission control 
components. The rest of the vehicle is ignored. Power units are made at Solihull for export to Australia. 
Therefore all the emission control differences are already present and little changed from what BL had 
been sending to the United States for years. The relevant British (international) parts books provide text 
only appendices and a series of confusing footnotes throughout the main document. Someone of course 
might want one of those mystery parts - good luck!  

Of course we could now go off on a variety of tangents such as why Rover, Triumph and 
Jaguar tended to do their own thing with publications and formats. However we will try and keep to 
what happened in Australia.  

All parts books follow a similar logical sequence:  
 vehicle identification,  
 alpha-numeric (reverse) listing,  
 engine,  
 clutch,  
 gearbox…  
 and finishing with wheel changing tools and sundry information.  

 
By covering an entire vehicle or model range in one document, we end up with the telephone 

book issue. Lots of bulk which is usually in the way of finding the item you want. Some editions 
expand into two volumes such as Mini, which had a growing variety of engines and gearboxes and as 
previously mentioned, whether Morris 1100 or Moke was included.  

The first few pages of any parts list attempts to identify what vehicles are covered in the main 
text. Just dealing with mainstream cars, there are four distinct identification periods: 

 the traditional BMC-A decoding arrangement, 
 the revised arrangement from 1969 on, 
 a change to a new system in 1973, and 
 another system in 1978, which is essentially a precursor to the Vehicle Identification Number 

(VIN). 
 
We then change to VIN, which is a true international system. By which time, sales are solely 

reliant on imports. Some effort is made in every parts book and shop manual to identify models and 
break the relevant code. A sequence or prefix to the actual serial number of your vehicle. This 
identifier will usually be found on the BMC-Australia body plate or subsequent Compliance Plate. A 
corresponding sequence is stamped somewhere into the body’s main structure. Similarly the power-
unit prefix, which will identify precisely which engine you have. In the case of transverse, which 
gearbox, gearshift and final drive ratio. 

As expected by now, some publications are better than others. Targeting the first two periods 
stated above, the identification pages tend to be far from clear and are usually too broad. It’s nice to 
know how to decode your body prefix and anyone else’s but it would be more useful to simply state 
which code is which model. Admittedly this answer is also fraught with problems due to the popular 
unwillingness of owners to actually collect and quote accurate details.  

Tasman-Kimberley (PUB 1047 March ‘71) is a first edition and comes with a content 
warning, as the publication was rushed into print for the new vehicle. A totally realistic and acceptable 
situation. However its replacement PUB 1047M makes no effort correct any errors. The first few pages 
alone are riddled with misinformation:  

 The model range is released in the second period (above).  
o Therefore a big square or small rectangular Compliance Plate would be the primary 

identification placard found on the vehicle. 
 The parts list explains how to read your BMC Australia body plate, with coding from the first 

period (above). 
o For cars (non commercials) the BMC Australia body plate had been dropped in the 

first half of 1969. 
o By which time the identification system had changed to the second period (above). 
o PUB 1047M doesn’t contain a publication date but is presumably later than its 

predecessor PUB 1047, March 1971! 
 Therefore it is impossible to follow the instructions and arrive at a useable conclusion! 
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o As a seemingly token gesture, the body plate illustrated in the book had been 
retouched, substituting Leyland for BMC. 

 
A master list for the sales counter to quickly double check what the clients says, with the 

details they have provided (if any) might have helped. Having worked on sports cars the popular 
problem arises of owners stating nothing more than MG, MG, MG… like a parrot or scratched record. 
If pressed, they can demonstrate the extreme extent of their knowledge “it’s red”.   

 Rover V8 owners who insist Rover V8 is all you should need to know.  
 A40 owners who can’t be bothered to tell you whether it’s a Farina or not.  
 Present day Land-Rover owners who insist that everything is a Defender, including Series 

III…  
 
This gets no one anywhere. Which creates the need for picture identification as well (enemy 

plane silhouette charts). Although these are found in many parts lists, they are in the first few pages, 
which are usually missing or in tatters. The master list didn’t exist and we now encounter another 
problem; the inability to standardise model titles.  

 Is a Morris Mini 1100 a Mini K?  
 Does a Morris 1100 S have an 1100 engine?  
 As the K badge was applied to all the 1969 Mini range (except Cooper S) do we now have a 

Mini K Moke? And on we go… 
 
These are just problems that the marketing department shared with everyone. Clients alone 

provide enough misinformation, without having to understand which title in which book actually 
means which model. The repercussions of all these points are still felt today. You only have visit a few 
one make websites to see incorrect titles and data portrayed as fact. Remembering that we still haven’t 
touched on any of the larger commercial range, which will include Austin/Morris light delivery 
vehicles (HYL 2016), Scammell and Leyland Brothers. Wheelbase, bonneted, forward control and 
tonnage now form part of model identification the parts boffin is trying to understand.  

No publications seem to address the 1969 ‘vague’ period between the end of BMC Australia 
body plates for non-commercials and the arrival of Compliance Plates. With the introduction of square 
Compliance Plates in the second period, stamped information is limited to the badged marque and the 
body code. Using the third system stated above (a derivative of the Australian Drawing Office 
numbering system: YDO), the first three characters of the body code identify which model range you 
are looking at, if you understand the code. In 1977, rectangular Compliance Plates stopped stating the 
precise model of vehicle and reverted to a general statement. All of which of course meant you had to 
again revert to decoding, to actually confirm what precise model you were dealing with. Presuming or 
voicing that clients would fill the remaining gaps in vehicle details, identifies that you have never dealt 
with retail or trade sales. As the great sage Benny Hill would say, ‘when you assume…’. 

Owner created fantasy titles for models that never existed, isn’t just a present day 
phenomenon. It frequently stems from unclear model identification when the vehicle was new. How 
many readers know what the ‘New Rover 3500’ is? Not that owners really need any assistance in 
dreaming. If you continually state that you own a ’76 Clubman, then you obviously have an import! 
The only Minis sold new in Australia in 1976 are badged, complianced and referenced as Leyland Mini 
and were since 1973, all with the same front panels. Thus taking the parts purveyor down a 
timewasting sidetrack to forcibly extract from the client what the vehicle really is. Otherwise wrong 
information from owner, equals wrong parts list, equals wrong part… A peculiarity of sports car 
owners is their total rejection of the concept of their car being made in Australia and on the merry-go-
round we go again. Just dealing with components: 

 owners and repairers insist they have a Lucas part when LUCAS AUSTRALIA is clearly 
stamped, pressed, cast, labelled or stencilled in front of them, 

 owners and repairers insist they have a SMITHS part when SMITHS AUSTRALIA is clearly 
in front of them.   
 
Australia was and still is a popular migration destination. As a result the possibility arises of 

encountering an orphan. A vehicle or model that was never sold new in Australia. Possibly visually 
similar to a local variant but not the same. Despite the company’s continual push on local content and 
Made in Australia, parts lists fail to clarify that they are only intended for use with Australian produced 
vehicles. Something you might have had expected to be spelled out in the first couple of pages, even 
just for public relations. Viewed from the perspective of home market, this may have been considered 
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unnecessary. However orphans were present and Australian product was being exported. Both 
problems that did exist and could have been mitigated with a simple statement. 

We can also add in the dealership quirk of stock number tags. More than one dealership 
utilized plates that clearly stated ‘when ordering parts quote this number’ followed by a stamped 
number. Such tags were frequently more conspicuous than any other under-bonnet information. If you 
happened to go back to the unnamed selling dealer and the parts counter actually had access to the 
stock number data, you only had to ‘hope’ that the information recorded actually helped the parts 
department. The statement and sequence may well have only been intended for internal use anyway. 

In reality it’s just one of those silly anomalies carried over from a previous era that was well 
outdated by the 1960s. Tags would continue on however. Though at least people had started to learn! 
Subsequent plates can be found reversed, with the offending phrase now hidden, or new plates with no 
text at all.  

BMC’s method of power unit identification is generally quite good. However the first two 
characters of the sequence don’t always steer the reader in the right direction. Plus what suffixes are 
applied to the serial numbers. Suffix ‘S’ indicates a sleeved block but I’m still bewildered by suffix ‘-
B’. In either case it’s hidden information that shouldn’t be hidden. Some repairers may well only be 
dealing with the engine and can’t provide the correct application. Similarly, engine swaps increase in 
any model as the years pass. There is no quick-find master list to allow counter staff to translate the 
owner’s problem, into a parts clerk’s solution. 

We start to digress with the issue of identification. Again, present day information is out there 
but not coordinated into a master list, whether vehicle or component. My own attempts solved my 
immediate need for a body code reference source but was too daunting to continue alone. For other 
products such as Land-Rover, there are brilliant resources presently available such as Calvin the Land-
Rover Calculator. Enter your chassis number or VIN and it will be automatically decoded. Australian 
quirks aren’t catered for such as the Isuzu motor but you’ll still get most of the way there. 

Other information you might expect to find in the opening sections is trim and body colour 
data for the affected vehicles. Trim facings usually rely on a suffix to specify the colour or material of 
any given item. Pre-painted new body components weren’t really a period feature. Trim type and 
colour usually correlates to specific body colours, which in turn generate combination codes. 

Virtually all of this data is consistently missing from any Australian produced parts list. 
Supplementary data sheets and the odd trim handbook do pop up. But you could almost perceive that 
parts books were drafted before the vehicle’s colours were decided. Similarly there is no formalised 
retrospective process to generate this data after production has ceased. What information does come to 
light appears random and was probably more due to the persistence of a given parts clerk in requesting 
the information.  

The body of your parts book is dependant on what marque you were dealing with. Obviously 
there will be a series of quirks specific to any particular vehicle the reader is interested in. However 
many of the general areas are common, following a logical sequence of engine, clutch gearbox... 

BMC et al generally persisted with the opposing page format. Open a portrait book and you 
will find a diagram and indicating number on the left page and explanatory text and part numbers on 
the right. If in landscape, then top and bottom. Whereas Rover and Triumph would adopt the primarily 
pictorial approach, with diagram and part number on the same page. Therefore deleting the need to 
name the part and in some ways making the books easier to read. P76, the pinnacle of local design, 
follows the Rover format in opposition to other products rolling out of the same factory. Australian 
landscape has the spine across the horizontal edge. A British publication is across the vertical. 

The factory aggressively pursued local content. What was passed on to the parts department 
was too frequently problems rather than solutions in the form of useable data. There is a distinct lack of 
common sense applied to local content and replacement parts, whether Lucas Australia distributor caps 
or RYCO oil filters. Both common fast moving parts that have caused considerable dramas over the 
years. If change points aren’t known or not precise and if the badged model isn’t exactly the same from 
go to whoa then you need some means of clarification. Just using RYCO Vs’ Purolator oil filters and 
the multiple types of ‘B’ series oil filters… 

 Purolator element pointing down,  
 Purolator element pointing up,  
 paper or felt elements for either of the above, 
 Spin-on RYCO filter, 
 Spin-on Purolator filter; up, down, long, short, and  
 then toss in the different supplier part numbers (BMC, BMC-A, UNIPART…). 
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Otherwise you leave the end user with problems that just shouldn’t exist. A pictorial wall 
chart or insert page for Lucas and Lucas Australia distributor caps would have saved countless wasted 
working hours over the years. If you turn to the tyre or battery page of an Australian parts list you will 
find an illustration and for a part number you should find ‘N.S.P.’ (Non Serviced Part). For whatever 
reason the company didn’t deal in tyres or batteries. Totally acceptable and understandable. However, 
the dealerships do and what information is contained in the parts list to help them? Nothing! Just for 
batteries, any of the following would be helpful: 

 the current industry battery code for the time, 
 case dimensions, 
 case design 
 post design, 
 post location, 
 battery rating by any of the popular methods. 

 
Instead, you get nothing. Application charts from battery companies are notoriously 

inaccurate to this very day. You could look in a shop manual but why would a shop manual be at the 
parts desk? BMC Australia manuals are also noted for being vague in areas such as batteries. Typically 
quoting out dated information from previous publications. Who would know better what tyres or 
batteries are being fitted than the vehicle manufacturer? The information simply isn’t passed on. 

In 1984 you could still visit your Jaguar Rover Australia State Office. Formerly the Leyland 
Australia office and in some cases the former BMC Australia office. In the case of Rocklea, the 
recently deposed Leyland Australia sign was still lying in the car park. There would be a retail parts 
counter that was nationally linked by computer. Computers were still a big thing and the domain of big 
business. A seemingly massive amount of parts were kept on hand as a token attempt to cover the 
diversity of vehicles found under the one banner. Plus anything else being marketed at the time 
including Peugeot 505 or Japanese outboard motors.  

Want a simple ashtray for your 1982, Australian produced Series III Land-Rover that was just 
outside its new car warranty period? Not a hope, as the parts staff would struggle with what was a 
standard item on your car and the reference material they had to locate the part number. Not that they 
wouldn’t try and couldn’t resolve the matter eventually, even if having to contact head office and wait 
for a response. Getting the right part tended to be more reliant on staff knowledge and seemingly 
endless handwritten notes scribbled in aging, dishevelled hard copy parts books. 

Want a replacement chromed plastic wheel centre cap for the Italian made Firsta wheels on 
your Leyland Mini S? They tended to fall off after the first few years. You’d probably be offered a 
stainless wheel centre for a rostyle Dunlop from a GT. Simply because the information wasn’t 
available or was too confusing to understand. How about the same item for a Leyland Mini SS or LS? 
If you were very lucky, someone may have obtained a copy of the single sheet brochure and pinned it 
into the parts book. 

The previous three examples are all Leyland Australia products, manufactured and sold by 
Leyland Australia and simple, if not typical retail items. In many ways the effect of local content could 
be worse on vehicles with smaller production figures. Changes just don’t seem to be recorded or passed 
on to the parts department. I’d be intrigued to know what turned up if you ordered a new door glass for 
your Australian delivered P6, as many were made in New Zealand.  

State offices were about to close and the combined staff knowledge that solved such problems 
cast to the winds. Jaguar Rover Australia (JRA) would introduce an online price and availability 
system for non State Offices. Essentially a keyboard with one line LED display and incorporated 
modem. You dialled up, typed in a part number and received a computer generated voice reply. You of 
course needed to know the part number beforehand plus electricity, a working telephone line and 
JRA’s system to be online and operational, which it generally was. Ordering still required a subsequent 
telephone call or facsimile. 

Back to basics and books. At the end of the 1960s BL changed direction and introduced 
abridged parts lists. An attempt to maintain hardcopy publications but to further move away from 
telephone books. Paperback and bound with revised page formatting, not unlike what would later 
become associated with microfiche. BLMC-A followed suit but the only one I have encountered is the 
‘final’ publication for Mini K. This document has so many errors it becomes virtually useless unless 
you red-pen every single page. This might explain why so many have survived in good condition (from 
almost total lack of use). 

Otherwise everything continued on as before with ups and downs. Though not a functional 
issue, styling also comes to play, most notably by its differences. Typically Australian parts books bare 
no resemblance to workshop manuals. Whereas P76 publications compliment one another, in bound 
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paperback with the Leyland blue and white format. A remote, designer attempt to refine company 
profile? Almost nothing else follows suit. 

 Tasman (PUB 1047) and Clubman showed common brown and cream binder styling that was 
product specific. Either binder being printed specifically to match the contents. The subsequent reissue 
of Tasman (PUB 1047M) is bound. Contents, certainly for Mini, tended to be the by now expected 
train-smash of:  

 rehashed old pages from other publications,  
 UK pages (particularly for the Clubman panels),  
 a growing multitude of pages with ‘no illustration’, and 
 mixture of UK and Australian part numbers. 

 
Unique doors and heater had existed in the previous model Australian Mini. There was no 

improvement made for their parts book and certainly not for Clubman. Door illustrations were liberated 
from Morris 1100 and no illustration for any heater component. Not even the heater tap, which was 
being standardised for much of the local fleet encompassing Mini, P76 and Land-Rover. Vehicle 
change points would be alluded to. Almost as though the author was waiting for more data before 
going to print but then finally gave up and just printed as is.  

Once you’ve read several of the major Australian parts lists, you will note how the formatting 
keeps changing. Not just as landscape Vs’ portrait or loose leaf Vs’ bound but how many seem to be 
written with no referral to previous material. As though the author is starting from scratch with no prior 
knowledge and either repeating faults of the past or creating new ones. The cycle then repeats itself.  

If you had to allocate a grade to Australian parts lists it would be ‘maintains a consistently low 
level of detail’. The devil is in the detail and is what makes the parts system work and maintain 
profitability. The three models just mentioned; K, Clubman and Tasman/Kimberley represented some 
of the highest local content and Australian individuality ever achieved. Much of their supporting 
documentation is simply rubbish. 

What you find during the 1970s is that what hard copy parts information gets through to the 
parts counter, is literally cut up and cellotaped into the relevant sections. Along with anything else they 
could find (information from repair courses, service bulletins, Parts News, Partner…). The entire 
evolution of copying machines is portrayed as a result. Most parts books have little provision for 
additional content and struggle as overall volume increases.  

PUB 1047M lists the already superseded process of amendment (replacement) pages. PUB 
1047M is a bound document! How are we going to replace these pages? It’s not even hole punched, so 
where is this extra data going? This isn’t a standalone error and almost shows contempt for anyone in 
the parts system and regretfully, appears to stem from the top of the same department.  

Many text only updates required the reader to have comprehensive mechanical and model 
knowledge and to continually flip between the out-dated page in the parts list and the update. A picture 
does literally tell a thousand words. Especially as the automotive industry has countless titles for the 
same item and the client is too often unable to think outside their little box. In many cases, despite how 
open-minded the reader is, the part’s title just doesn’t make sense. The title of ‘widget’ would have 
been just as useful. Or maybe ‘Bruce’ might be more appropriate. Was there a dealership in 
Woolloomooloo? 

There doesn’t appear to have been any formal process for counter staff to actually provide 
input towards publications or address errors and omissions. Other repetitive publishing inconsistencies 
include the changes between supplier part numbers (such as Lucas and Lockheed) and the company’s 
(BMC, BMC-A…). There seems to be an established practise, if not policy, of expecting counter staff 
to just fill all the gaps in information. 

Despite this continuing situation, in the 1970s Leyland Australia (LA) change format yet 
again. This time to paperback, though still in telephone book thickness. Possibly in an attempt to match 
what BL were doing. Notable editions are Moke and oddly, Morris 1100. PUB1029, the final major 
Moke publication tends to epitomise all the problems noted in this paper: 

 Model identification is poor, inaccurate or just wrong. 
o Introduces body codes and models that didn’t exist. 
o Totally avoids other models that did exist. 
o Neither edition attempts to clarify or differentiate the local identification periods, as 

Moke production extends through all of them. 
o Model titles are vague and no real effort is made to spell them out and there aren’t 

that many. Titles are also readily confused and notably corrupted by clients as a 
direct result! 
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 Reprinting of previous publications, badly, as some images are just barely visible and don’t 
illustrate or otherwise identify differences or changes. 

 Production data (change points) is virtually non-existent. 
 Contains an extreme number of pages with the almost classical ‘no illustration’. 

o Of all the cut and paste pages from earlier publications, they couldn’t even include 
the UK Mk. 4 Mini heater, which became standard for Moke. Or any of the previous 
versions of this SMITHS heater, which would have at least made for a reasonable  
representation. 

 Even the spectre of RYCO oil filters and Lucas Australia distributor caps pops up. 
 
The term ‘user friendly’ obviously hadn’t been coined. Moke may not have been the 

company’s best money earner but it was long running. The subsequent ‘text only’ updates added 
another layer of difficulty to an already substandard publication. PUB1029 incurs at least one reprint 
(suffix A & R) and a couple of the minor errors are addressed. However the vast majority of the 
problems remain untouched. BMC-A et al exported vehicles. Some to destinations that drove on the 
wrong side of the road. The possibility arises of hitherto unknown publications that addressed these 
markets. If however, these buyers had to endure the same publications as the home market, you could 
have nothing but sympathy. In turn, this would have had an effect on vehicle survival rates.   

Paperback did at least try to address one problem. Previous forays into bound publications 
(stiff cardboard covers) fought the user at every opportunity. The book needing to be opened flat to 
read. The inside paper liner would split after the first few uses. Leaving the outside facing as the only 
thing holding the cardboard in place. You can guess what would soon happen to the covers, followed 
by the first and last pages. Once ten or so pages had turned to pulp around the spine, the parts list 
would stabilise. The company spent thousands on destruction testing vehicle components. But the three 
wise monkeys seem to have been in charge of parts lists. Regardless of print format, many shabby 
publications would stay in use for years. Sometimes due to the financial operations of a given business. 
Others because no replacement could be had and quite often, because the old book had all the 
corrections in it. 

 BMC-A, LA, JRA and RA all supplied vehicles to the Australian military. Most were ‘B’ 
vehicles (what would be considered ‘green fleet’). Most would have generated Repair Parts Scales 
(RPS) as a result. Though technically a military publication, it is almost entirely reliant on information 
supplied by the vehicle manufacturer. What we again find is the company supplying different, better, 
Australian specific data, pictures and illustrations. Oddly Land-Rover RPS, though far from perfect, 
tend to be better than those for Benz trucks. Australian RPS also includes both NSN and 
manufacturer’s part numbers. They are loose leaf only and pre-punched for ring binders. The folder 
they end up in, if any, is totally dependant on the end user.  

Supporting documents for civilian publications would include Special Tuning, Fast Moving 
and Accessories catalogues. In many cases these introduced locally made components. For Special 
Tuning, what BMC-A was intending stock. Competition parts were later dropped and never progressed 
to ST or Plusparts. Accessories also appear to have been dropped eventually as an independent 
publication. Counter sales become very reliant on appropriating sales literature as an insert to the main 
catalogue for the vehicle. There are several reissues of quick-find lists but again they disappear. Later 
editions tended to stay in service as they fulfilled a need. Whereas accessories and competition parts 
stocks have long since been exhausted, rendering the catalogues as shelf ornaments and 1960s time 
capsules. Other information existed and varied depending on marque and model, such as the trim clip 
guide for the XJ40 range.  

My predecessor in the workshop was highly product orientated and had badgered the parts 
tossers for a pictorial identification chart. Parts must have been annoyed as they made great note of 
their belated achievement in acquiring the data from Jaguar Australia. So much so that they would only 
let you look at the chart to point out what you were after. What they had succeeded in finding was a 
full colour, Jaguar publication, simple pictorial and part number list for almost every plastic clip in the 
vehicle. It was so impressive and so useful they had it laminated. In reality, the laminated product 
should have been standard issue to every parts desk in the country. 

Generic folders (ring binders) remained throughout the late 1960s to 1980s. Styles changed, 
though still a generic format requiring a self-adhesive spine label or card insert to designate final use. 
Any similarity in ring distance would be from the stationary industry and not BMC-A. Popular colours 
are red, black and blue with a clear plastic window in the front cover. Blacks (ultra dark blue) are 
normally screen printed in white with either BMC or British Leyland. None of these are industrial 
quality and are frequently found in tatters, held together with copious amounts of packing tape. As a 
result, unwanted parts lists (frequently for heavy commercials) are purchased in order to ‘donate’ their 
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folder. The later medium blue and subsequent multi-colour folders appear to have been available to 
dealerships as a generic stationary item. Though few seem to have found their way to the parts counter 
to replace worn out units. 

UNIPART did exist in Australia with an initial impact that was probably far ahead of the local 
marketplace. Although some dealerships may have made use of Unipart items for other makes, such as 
for used car (trade in) sales, your local Leyland dealer didn’t become the new REPCO or Halfords. As 
a result, UNIPART Australia publications were quickly disregarded and subsequently discarded. The 
rare UNIPART shop did exist but from what I can fathom, not as a standalone brand name or red and 
blue striped industry icon. 

UNIPART in Australia ended up being nothing more than a brand name for Leyland Australia 
service items, as FOMOCO (Motorcraft) was for Ford or STANPART for Standard-Triumph. This 
introduced another layer of supersession numbers for countless parts: 

 the original part number whether BL or LA, 
 the new UNIPART Australia number, and 
 eventually the return to the old or possibly new BL number or even the British UNIPART 

number. 
 
To diverge into actual parts for a moment (again); if in 1984 you wanted ignition leads for 

your 1976 Leyland Mini S, or 1981 Moke, you didn’t have a hope. The rest of the world would be 
littered with affordable Unipart leads sets that actually fit the application! Ready made, right angle 
terminals at both ends or with brass anchors if you had a side entry cap, supressed, Ripaults cable… In 
Australia JRA had no stock and weren’t interested and nor was anyone else. Regardless of where you 
went you’d be offered generic silicone leads, usually in bright (easily soiled) colours in a choice of 
straight, straight or straight terminals. Mini could get by with the wrong leads but for an Australian 
MG-B with the Lucas Australia distributor, poor fitting leads could rub against or be dislodged by the 
steering joint. The Australian made copper core ignition leads used by BMC-A were durable but tended 
to clash with the ever more affordable car radio. Essentially the manufacturer was no longer supplying 
and the broader industry had failed to react. Leads were far from the only affected item. 

Australian UNIPART accessories were limited to generic fit anything items. These included 
universal car mud flaps (GAA309) made in New Zealand and not unlike what you would have found in 
K-Mart. The vehicle specific range available in Europe from the mid 1970s to late 1980s wasn’t 
available. 

Virtually everyone went to microfiche in the 1970s. Their premise is extremely logical, as you 
could literally have the entire vehicle fleet covered in less space than for one single parts book. This 
also includes part number supersession lists, current price list and other publications such as those from 
your paint supplier. You of course need a reader but these are only the size of a mid 1990s desktop 
computer. The two major drawbacks are that you need electricity and you can’t make notes, corrections 
or amendments. The latter being the major reason why hard copy remained in use, regardless of how 
old or shabby they became. Fiche are probably best classified as a supplement to parts books. Hard 
copy remained available for new models of Triumph, Land-Rover and Jaguar. 

Fiche were periodically updated and posted to dealer parts departments and other approved 
parts outlets. As a result old copies were frequently discarded. One novelty is that many British fiche 
were also included. Triumph Toledo and Mini up to Mark 4 (or what was then still considered to be the 
1976 facelift model). Vehicles that were never offered in Australia. Potentially expanding the end 
user’s resource and knowledge but in reality wasting money. Neither example was sold in Australia, 
with the exception of several Mk. 4 Estates but that’s a story for another day. 

In many instances you might assume fiche were colour coded to marques. The header of each 
slide has a coloured backdrop. However with the more you view, this seems to be a coincidence instead 
of intentional. Another novelty is that many later Australian produced fiche contained new and revised 
data not readily available in hard copy. Such as proper images of all the switch panels fitted to the 
Australian Clubman/Leyland Mini range. Though a small blessing, it is also an insult as it proves that 
the data was available but never distributed in previous years. At the time you’d probably be able to 
find a fiche printer at your local library but this was not a device available to the average workplace. 
Nowadays you’d need to find a technology museum. Hence a lot of information stayed trapped on 
celluloid. 

One later British fiche quirk was that for new models such as Minimetro, no hard copy parts 
list exists. As a far later concession, with the change to electronic formats, some of these fiche-only 
publications were transferred to an electronic means and thus, a printable form. 

For the present day parts book user, an example from one of my own fleet; the Leyland 
Australia, Series III, Land-Rover 3.5. Though based on CKD parts, it is another uniquely Australian 
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model that exists nowhere else in the world and export was nil. If there was an Australian supplement, I 
haven’t managed to find one in several years of trying. What remains is the last two or three editions of 
the generic British (international) Series III parts book RTC9841 and the optional parts catalogue 
RTC9842 (both as paperback and fiche). These are available new or used or on CD from BMH. 
Alternately as a free download from a variety of websites. Plus downloads of extracts for the New 
Zealand and South African versions. 

What became my main resource was a free download of the main parts book. In turn I printed 
virtually all the pages that pertain to the V8 as they were needed. I then penned in corrections or 
attached supplemental pages as the Australian information came to hand. Plus correcting UK data. 
Such as there being two bumpers instead of the listed one. Three if you include 110, as the only 
difference is lack of a crank start hole. Extra pages include pictures of the correct part, sketches and 
copied pages from other sources. This expanded to ring binders and plastic sleeves as some pages were 
receiving constant attention. 

None of this honest accurate, reality information was available when I first needed to look for 
a part. Hence I subsequently purchased all of the above, in every format. Most of the popular UK 
publications have been reprinted in the ‘70s paperback style or available in an electronic equivalent. 
Content is usually that of the final factory publication with no subsequent corrections or amendments. 
Though covers may have been restyled to whatever was new at the time. Not a brilliant resource but 
still a good beginner’s reference if applicable to your vehicle.  

British Motor Heritage (BMH) would commission compilation CDs for select models. These 
would include scanned manuals, parts lists and oddly, scanned copies of microfiche, all in PDF. Due to 
commercial viability, these only address the most popular models of UK origin.  

By hook or by crook many parts lists have been transferred to electronic format and found 
their way into public forums for free download. Come the late 1980s Rover Group would introduce 
Electronic Parts Catalogues (EPCs) for current models. Essentially CD based reference material for the 
parts counter and workshop. This was periodically updated. Although Ford chose Macintosh based 
data, Rover opted for Windows. As a result, pirate CDs of Rover Group EPCs quickly appeared. Many 
showing the unique quirks of piracy and requiring computer clocks to be reset in order to function. 
More refined pirates have since appeared. EPCs only store data in a series of folders. There is no search 
function and are essentially an electronic extension of microfiche. Nevertheless compact and useful.  

By the end of the 1980s, every vehicle is imported as a turn key, drive off the car ferry 
package. Save for Australian military contracts for Land-Rover. Therefore Australian specification is 
almost entirely reliant on the contents of the British parts list. However standards for this content had 
improved. Partly because international safety and emission standards had become more uniform and 
manufacturers tended to now produce a somewhat consistent export product. 

For the ADF more hard copy RPS are created. Not electronic versions however. JRA Fiche 
appear for the original 1986 Perentie contract. What information was provided to dealers for project 
Bushranger is unclear. At the start of this century the ADF purchased a token fleet of thirty odd 
Defenders. Commonly referred to as ‘civvy spec’ or ‘civvy based’ as a means of differentiating from 
the rest of the fleet. The new vehicle was in fact a special order. Close to an Australian specification 
retail vehicle in gloss dark green but with several UK military items fitted. Once in Australia more 
military changes occurred, including an exterior repaint in camouflage prior to delivery. As a result this 
generated a series of local publications. Parts books resembled something knocked up at the local print 
shop. Contents were essentially British with considerable content not applicable to what the army 
purchased. This is contained within a generic white binder with external clear sleeves. Desktop 
published cover pages finished off the ring binder. Most current RPS would be scanned into a basic 
electronic format by the ADF in the 21st century. 

There are no records of what civilian publications were UK sourced for sale or use in 
Australia. Nor any comprehensive list of Australian publications. However, as can be seen from Paget 
(1999), in the series of Australian Cooper S papers, it is possible to establish which publications were 
available for any particular model, make or brand. As yet there is certainly no coordination between 
researchers of single makes, let alone others. However it’s not inconceivable to arrive at a modern day 
publication master list. It would probably never be complete but could be quite comprehensive.  
However it is certainly beyond the capabilities of the individual. 

For the 1980s and ‘90s, used hard copy parts lists were sought after but primarily by the trade. 
Less popular publications either gathered dust on the shelf or were boxed and forgotten about or 
occasionally disposed of, especially if the dealership closed or lost the matching franchise. Therefore 
the collector, researcher or would be user had trouble accessing what data that had survived. Certainly 
from the Mini perspective, the issue arose of publications being raped by Cooper S owners. Essentially 
S owners couldn’t comprehend that there were no secret special S parts lists. Instead of dealing with 
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anything Mini, they would just liberate any pages with an S title. This has made a mess of some 
surviving documents. It also stereotyped the perpetrators. As many S change points were actually 
contained within the remaining, common, Mini pages. 

The P76 parts list is unusual in having been formally reprinted (post Leyland/JRA). Whereas 
surplus original TR7 and Dolomite parts books were still available in Australia, while being 
commercially reproduced in Britain. During the second Australian Minifest, one parts ‘specialist’ was 
selling a notable quantity of photocopied parts lists. Oddly, it was one of BMC-A’s poorer editions that 
had been copied. 

With the close of the 20th and start of the 21st centuries, electronic media has made such 
material obtainable and more sellable. Either from scanned pirate copies or the ability to purchase and 
discuss worldwide. Interest in acquiring this data, though well belated, has increased and accordingly 
driven prices up. Glimpses of rare and unknown publications occur, just before they disappear into 
private collections. As a consequence, usually denying an information source to a wider audience. 

Although widely valued, the actual dollar price of original parts books was usually nominal. 
Frequently more based on physical size rather than content. There was also a persistent client 
unwillingness to buy job lots. Ignorance about how books were compiled and the piracy of certain 
sections by the owners of certain models didn’t help. Sellers were usually ex-dealership staff of various 
levels that had ‘acquired’ unwanted documentation. 

In the late 1980s to mid 1990s, the smart owner of a British based vehicle would have 
obtained one of the many aftermarket publications available from the United Kingdom or USA. Most 
of these would disappear in later years due to a combination of copyright enforcement and 
reproduction of genuine publications. In the Australian context, such publications weren’t generated 
locally and rarely imported for sale or distribution by local parts ‘specialists’. Improved electronic 
communications has meant greater access to older material. Some is shared. Much is simply glimpsed, 
as it passes through an online sales site. A rare or unknown item reaches a ridiculous price and 
disappears again. 
 

Having been on both sides of the parts counter and still dealing with certifying vehicle 
modifications, it is astounding how many owners are unwilling to open a parts book, let alone read or 
possess one. Certainly for the confines of this paper, many genuine parts books are not worth owning, 
while others are invaluable. For the aging, true classic vehicle enthusiast, a parts list is a treasured item. 
Whether original or copy, it represents an important resource towards keeping a given vehicle alive. 
Part of the intrinsic value comes from clear memories of how hard such documents once were to 
obtain. 
   What could be achieved with some stakeholder cooperation: 

 a comprehensive list of Australian parts publications, 
 generate a wider interest in locating surviving documentation, 
 a comprehensive list of body codes and models, 
 reduction in some of the owner generated fantasies about specific models, and 
 databases for Australian produced vehicles that collect accurate data to identify change points, 

trim/colour combinations… 
 

Approaching parts area problems from a different angle; clubs can easily provide simple 
identification assistance for members. A simple service identifying exactly what the car is. Quashing, 
not continuing those owner fantasies, starting with whom actually manufactured a given car…  

Most of the problems identified in this paper are not unique to the company. Some result from 
the time and circumstance, others as a direct result of local content. Plus of course, trying to keep up 
with the volume of sales. For many years BMC Australia and its heirs managed to provide Australia 
with the most diversified vehicle fleet available from one manufacturer. Whether this is Moke as the 
ultimate Australian entry-level new car, saloons and sedans, through to a consistent selection of sports 
cars, all wheel drives, limousines, buses, coaches and heavy and articulated commercials. Some turn-
key fully imported, through to locally manufactured with Australian content that equalled or exceeded 
that of the other manufacturers. Whether in good times or bad, they provided spares literature in a 
variety of formats to support the fleet. Either supplying British publications, producing local 
supplements, complete substitutes or an original creation for a uniquely Australian produced vehicle.  

Just by the examples given in this paper, more effort was needed. Whether this be: 
 greater accuracy in the major Australian publications, or 
 supplementary information that actually addressed the faults in the main text, and 
 updates to production line changes, which is presented in a readily useable format. 
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From the prospective of both sides of the parts counter, they could have done better. The 
information generally considered to be missing, was in fact available. However its dissemination was 
poor. The faults identified in PUB 1047M tend to be all too commonplace if not the established 
performance standard. 

For today, some of what was produced has been lost to time. Much is still there but cast to the 
winds. Some of these old and new gaps can still be filled with an open exchange of information from 
the remaining stakeholders, which are you and I. 
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